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Abstract: The application of different mode-shape expan-
sion (MSE)methods to aCFRPbasedonmodel order reduc-
tion (MOR) and component mode synthesis (CMS) meth-
ods is evaluated combining the updated stiffness param-
eters of the full FE model obtained with a mix-numerical
experimental technique (MNET) in a previous work. The
eigenvectors and eigenfrequencies of the different MSE
methods obtained are compared with respect to the ex-
perimental measurements and with a full FE model solu-
tions using the modal assurance criteria (MAC). Further-
more, the stiffness andmass weighted coefficients (K-MAC
and M-MAC respectively) are calculated and compared to
observe the influence of the different subspace based ex-
pansion methods applying the MAC criteria. The K-MAC
and M-MAC are basically the MAC coefficients weighted
by a partition of the global stiffness and mass matrices re-
spectively. The best K-MAC and M-MAC results per paired
mode-sensor are observed in the subspace based expan-
sionMODAL/SEREP andMDRE-WEmethods using the up-
dated stiffness parameters. A strong influence of the sub-
space based onMORusingMSEmethods is observed in the
K-MAC and M-MAC criteria implemented in SDTools eval-
uating the stiffness parameters in a contrieved example.

Keywords: Composites, Mode-shape expansion, GUYAN,
MODAL, SEREP, DYNAMIC, MDRE, MDRE-WE, MAC, K-
MAC, M-MAC

1 Introduction
The concept ofmode-shape expansion (MSE),model order
reduction (MOR) and component mode synthesis (CMS)
methods play a significant role in the dynamic analysis
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of conventional materials or carbon fiber reinforced poly-
mer (CFRP), especially comparing large analytical set of
degree of freedom (DOF) versus experimental models with
relatively small number of sensors [1–34]. The experimen-
tal measurements (EM) are critical for the success of any
structural dynamic analysis and contain characteristics
that cannot be obtained analytically [1]. Traditionally, in-
terfacemodel reductions [1–3, 5–9, 29] are used to estimate
the motion at interfaces DOFs by the motion of sensors
using EM, where the EM played a significant role in the
correlation and updating of analytical models. Many ap-
proaches to correlate analytical models require measured
vectors to be available at the full set of finite element DOF.
Likewise, model updating in the set of tested DOF requires
the large model to be reduced to a much smaller size but
without distortion of the reduced model. Coupled predic-
tions can also be estimated using MSE methods [1]. Two
groups can basically be distinguished to characterize cou-
pled predictions: unmodified structures, see [5] for fur-
ther details, andmodified structures illustrated in [1–3, 5–
9, 29]. The difference between the two groups is basically
that the first group needed to impose some of themeasure-
ment points on the interface while in the second group, it
is not needed. The methodology presented by Corus et al.
in [6] and Balmès [1–3, 8, 9, 29] combined techniques of-
fering the advantages of the second group of coupled pre-
dictions consisting of: a local FEmodel, classical theory of
structural modification by coupling it with MSE and CMS
with several interface MOR methods (subspace selection)
[1–3, 8]. The use or not of modifications in this method-
ology [1] is distinguished as an indicator for the validity
of coupled predictions. The MSE methodology concept is
used in this work to estimate the responses of all degrees
of freedom of the interface of a CFRP component defined
by the motion of sensors evaluating the stiffness param-
eters of a full finite element (FE) model obtained in [10].
The accuracy of the experimental measurements obtained
in [10] and verified in [11] using discrete Kirchhoff trian-
gular (DKT) elements including transversal shear effects
[26], also know as discrete shear triangular (DST) [27, 28]
and a reduced finite element model using superlements
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applying the Craig-Bampton model order reduction based
in Ritz vectors defined in [29]. Different advance interpo-
lation MSE methods implemented in [29] are performed to
determine the coupled predictions in the CFRP component
such as: MODAL [12], SEREP [13], STATIC (based on Guyan
reduction [14]), DYNAMIC [15],minimumresidual dynamic
expansion (MRDE) [16], and minimum residual dynamic
expansion with test-error (MRDE-WE) [17]. The MRDE and
MRDE-WE are also known as hybrid methods. The MSE
methods are calculatedusingEM, curve-fitting algorithms,
and a FE model to obtain the interpolation results. Thus,
these advance MSE interpolation methods can be evalu-
ated to determine the paired accuracy predictions in the
CFRP component for unmeasured DOFs in a CFRP com-
ponent applying the modal assurance criterion [19] (MAC)
based on the EM, the curve-fitting algorithms, and the up-
dated stiffness parameters of the full FE model obtained
with a MNET. The impact of the accuracy in the results us-
ing MSE is documented in the literature for conventional
materials taking in consideration residual modes [18]. The
application of these MSE methods and it’s accuracy to a
CFRP is not documented in the literature. The influence
of the MOR applying MSE methods implemented in [29] is
evaluated using the stiffness andmassweighted criteria or
K-MAC and M-MAC (normalized stiffness and mass cross-
orthogonality criteria respectively) based on the MAC. In
section 2, it is introduced a brief theoretical background of
this MSEmethodology developed by Corus and Balmès. In
section 3, the results are discussed based on the updated
stiffness parameters obtained of the FE model versus the
modification of these stiffness parameters (contrieved ex-
ample). The conclusions are discussed in section 4.

2 Theoretical background
Initially, the theoretical background of the MSE method-
ologies combining different techniques introduced in [1,
2, 4, 6, 9, 29] was established as a close loop prediction
problem for structural modifications. The knowledge of
the close loop prediction problem between the physical
and the analytical model is used in the industry apply-
ing experimental measurements and the finite element
method (FEM) to reduce the cost of prototypes compo-
nents. A number of steps are described in [29] such as:
EM, curve-fitting algorithms, laminate theory, form of the
lineal differential equation, dealingwith continuous inter-
faces and the evaluationof the error. These steps are briefly
introducedandadapted for the objective of thiswork in the
next sections.

2.1 Experimental measurements

The experimental measurements described by the fre-
quency response functions (FRF). H(ωi), is defined as the
ratio of the transformed excitation [19]:

H(ωi) =
X(ωi)
F(ωi)

, (1)

where H(ωi) is the measured (predicted) FRF transfer
function matrix, X(ωi) the Fourier spectrum of response,
and F(ωi) is the Fourier spectrum of excitation force. The
FRF in Eq. (1) is the inverse of the dynamic stiffness:

H(ωi) =
[︁
−ω2

i [M] + ωi[C] + [K]
]︁−1

, (2)

where the mass [M], damping [C] and stiffness [K] matri-
ces in Eq. (2) are dependent of physical parameters such
as material’s density, Young’s and shear moduli and Pois-
son’s ratio [10].

2.2 Curve-fitting Algorithms

The goal of using the curve-fitting algorithms is to produce
an accurate estimation of the modal parameters of the
CFRP component using the FRF. There are severalmethods
that can be used to estimate the modal parameters based
on one mode at a time (SDOF) or more modes at a time
(MDOF, global andmulti-reference) [30]. The global curve-
fitting expression called the rational fraction polynomial
(RFP) or partial fraction expansion (PFE) is received with
great interest and attention for its simplicity and easy im-
plemention in personal computers (PC) [31] for the last 20
years [32–34]. The RFP form of poles and residues, illus-
trated in Eq. (3), offers advantages over other forms docu-
mented in literature [30, 31, 34].

H(s) =
modes∑︁
k=1

(︂
[Rk]
s − λ1

+ [R*k]
s − λ*2

)︂
(3)

The residue matrices [Rk] and [R*k] are defined as the con-
stant numerators of the transfer function matrix, "modes"
are the number of modes of vibration, λr is the pole
location and (s) is the Laplace variable. The RFP form
in Eq. (3) is typically used when the modal data is ob-
tained from experimental transfer functionmeasurements
(FRF’s). Traditionally the relationship between residues
and mode shapes are expressed in terms of FRF or modal
parameters. The identification of experimental measure-
ments is determined obtaining modes whose poles are lo-
cated in the test frequency range selected. A characteris-
tic of the curve-fitting algorithms identification De Résidus
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Complexes (IDRC) and Identification De Résidus Multiples
(IDRM) used in this work are the residual terms [Rk(λr)],
[E(s)] and [F(s)] defined in [21]. The contributions of the
residual terms in the transfer functions are used to evalu-
ate the high and low frequency mode terms respectively,
see Eq. (4).

H(s) =
modes∑︁
k=1

(︂
[Rk]
s − λ1

+ [R*k]
s − λ*2

)︂
+ [E(s)] + [F(s)]

s2 (4)

The residual terms are known also a residual modes or
residual vectors [21] and it is documented the advantages
of the application of the residual terms in the literature
[18]. Thus, the estimation of the poles depends linearly
on the residual terms [Rk(λr), E(s), F(s)] solving the linear
least squares problem associated with the frequency do-
main output error illustrated in Eq. (5).[︀

Rk(λr), E(s), F(s)
]︀
= arg min

⃒⃒
[H(s)]test − H(s)

⃒⃒2 (5)

where the residue matrix [Rk] = {cϕj}{ϕTj b} is given by
the product of a column observability {cϕj} and row con-
trollability {ϕTj b} defined in [21]. The residue matrix [Rk]
is often expressed as [Aj] = {ϕj}{Lj} in the structural dy-
namics community, where [Aj] is commonly called modal
participation factor, {ϕj} is the modeshape and {Lj} is the
controllability [29]. Assuming that the complexpoles come
in conjugate pairs and the residue matrices too, the nor-
mal mode residue with symmetric pole structure can be
defined as a rational fraction expression (to determine the
damping ratios that are different for each pole using the
normal mode model format proposed by Balmès in [21] of
the form:

H(s) =
N∑︁
j=1

{[c]ϕj}{ϕTj [b]}
s2 + 2ζjωjs + ω2

j
=

N∑︁
j=1

[Tj]
s2 + 2ζjωjs + ω2

j
(6)

where the contribution of each mode is characterized by
the pole frequency ωj, damping ratio ζj, and the normal
mode residues matrix [Tj] with symmetric pole structure
[21]. The matrix [Tj] is equal to the product of the normal
mode output shapematrix {[c]ϕj} by the normal mode in-
put shape matrix {[b]ϕTj }. The matrix [b] is called the in-
put shape matrix and the matrix [c] is called the output
shapematrix. This matrix description is established based
on several assumptions in [29] and it can be applied con-
sidering second order models of the form introduced in
subsection 2.4.

2.3 Laminate Theory

The classical laminate theory (CLT) and the first-order
shear deformation laminate theory (FSDT) are applicable

to linear and composite elastic materials [26], by means of
the Discrete Mindlin Kirchhoff Triangle (DMKT) elements
also known as Discrete Shear Triangle (DST) elements [27,
28]. One characteristic of these triangle elements is that
theMindlin/Reissner plate theory can be reduced theoreti-
cally to theKirchhoffplate theory if the transverse shear ef-
fects are not important [28]. These laminate theories have
been used extensively to predict elastic behavior of the
traditional fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP). FRP materials
(carbon or glass FRP) are widely used in aerospace and
construction applications. One important consideration is
to have perfectly bonded layers with a uniform thickness
(see Figure 1). The mechanical properties measured in ply
level experiments are used to populate the stiffnessmatrix
for each ply. The stiffness matrices for the individual plies
are combined to form the laminate stiffnessmatrix ABD− S̃
in: ⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

Ni
Mi
Sij

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ =

⎡⎢⎣A B 0
B D 0
0 0 S̃

⎤⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
ϵi
κi
𝛾ij

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ . (7)

The ABD − S̃matrix in Eq. (7) relates forces (Ni), moments

Figure 1: Configuration of composite layers [10].

(Mi) and shear stresses (Sij) to strains (ϵi), curvatures (κi)
and shear strains (𝛾ij). The components of the ABD − S̃
matrix are given in Eqs. (8)-(11), where N is the number of
plies, [Qk] is the stiffnessmatrix of each ply, zk denotes the
distance from the laminate’smid-plane to the edges of sin-
gle plies, and K is the shear correction factor usually taken
as 5/6:

[A] =
N∑︁
K=1

[Q̄k](k)(zk+1 − zk), (8)
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[B] = 1
2

N∑︁
K=1

[Q̄k](k)(z2k+1 − z2k), (9)

[D] = 1
3

N∑︁
K=1

[Q̄k](k)(z3k+1 − z
3
k), (10)

[S̃] = K
N∑︁
K=1

[Q̄k](k)(zk+1 − zk), (11)

2.4 Form of the linear differential equation

It is considered only second order models of the form, see
[10] and [29], and reintroduced in this section to perform
MSE to a composite component assembly) in Eq. (12):[︁

[M]s2 + [C]s + [K]
]︁
B
{qB(s)} = [bIB]{uIB(s)} (12)

{yIB(s)} = [cIB]{qB(s)}

where (s) is the Laplace variable, [M], [C], [K] are themass,
damping and stiffness matrices, respectively, {qB(s)} are
the generalised degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the base,
[bIB] and [cIB] are the input and output matrices of the
base interface, respectively, {uIB(s)} are the inputs de-
scribing the time/frequency dependence, and {yIB(s)} are
the physical outputs of the base interface defined in [1–
3, 5–9, 21, 29]. Note that the input/output shape matrix
formalism decouples the choice of DOF {qB(s)} from the
choice of {uIB(s)} and {yIB(s)} [1]. The [bIB] and [cIB] are
Boolean matrices of the base interface of the full FE mod-
els with compatible interface meshes. Considering the re-
sponse of an elastic structure to applied loads F(s) =
[bIB]{uIB(s)}, the exact response at a given frequency
[H(s)] is given in Eq. (13) by:

[H(s)] = [cIB]
[︁
[M]s2 + [C]s + [K]

]︁−1
B
[bIB] (13)

= [cIB]
[︀
ZB(s)

]︀−1 [bIB],
where [Z(s)] is the dynamic stiffness. The interest of writ-
ing the transformation of the DOFs in this way, per Balmès
[3], Corus [6] and Billet [1], is the easy translation of [bIB]
and [cIB] denoted by IB in the subscript. For the cou-
pled prediction in the CFRP component one assumes that
the modification of the stiffness parameters can be mod-
eled with the FE model in the base interface (denoted as
IM subscript and M superscript). Thus, one can write the
modification of the model in the form⎡⎣[︁ZMII (s)]︁ [︁

ZMIC(s)
]︁[︁

ZMCI(s)
]︁ [︁

ZMCC(s)
]︁⎤⎦{︃{︀

yIM(s)
}︀

qC(s)

}︃
=
{︃{︀

uIM(s)
}︀

{0}

}︃
,

(14)

where the interface of DOFs explicitly appears as DOFs of
the model, see [9]. The Division of the DOFs is divided
into two groups: active or interface DOFs denoted by I
in the subscript, and complementary, denoted by C in
the subscript – observed in Eqs. (14) and (15). Using the
framework of Ritz methods, the coupled prediction is ob-
tained by imposing displacement continuity on the base in-
terface ({yIB(s)} = {yIM(s)}), and projecting the associated
model on loads dual to the displacement subspace admissi-
ble under the continuity constrain. The projection thus com-
bines continuity and dynamic equilibrium loads ({uIB(s)} =
{uIM(s)}). The base model given by Eq. (12) and a modifica-
tion described by Eq. (14) in [1] leads to[︃[︀

ZB(s)
]︀

0
0

[︁
ZMCC(s)

]︁]︃ + [︃
bIB(s)
0

]︃ [︁
ZMII (s)

]︁ [︁
cIB 0

]︁
(15)

+
[︃
bIB(s)
0

]︃ [︁
0 ZMIC(s)

]︁
+
[︃

0
ZMIC(s)

]︃ [︁
cIB 0

]︁{︃qB(s)
qC(s)

}︃
= F(s)

For {qB(s)} and {qC(s)} corresponding to FEM DOFs, [bIB]
and [cIB] are the input and output Boolean matrices of the
base interface respectively. Equation (15) corresponds to
the standard assembly process established in [29]. For the
applications considered in [29], the {qB(s)} are defined in
modal coordinates and {qC(s)} corresponds to fixed inter-
face modes of a Craig-Bampton model [1].

2.5 Dealing with continuous interfaces

The incompatibiliy between the discretisation of the
FE model {yI(s)} and the experimental measurements
{yT(s)} is documented in [1]. A highlight of this methodol-
ogy assumes that exists a constant coefficient linear com-
bination [cIT ] relating the interface {yI(s)} and the test dis-
placements {yT(s)} for the coupled response in Eq. (16):

{yI(s)} ≈ [cIT ]{yT(s)}. (16)

This relation imposes a strong constraint on the inter-
face kinematics since {yI(s)} must be approximated by a
subspace of basis [TG] with a dimension that is smaller
than the number of sensors used. The choice of this sub-
space [TG], and the justification of its ability to represent
the coupled response, is a key aspect proposed in [1]. The
construction of a reduced interface model ([TG] subspace)
is a classical extension of CMS addressed in the literature
[2, 4, 29] using a Craig-Bampton type reduction of themod-
ification where the constraint modes are replaced by the
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Figure 2:MSE process plot.

low order modes of the model statically condensed on its
interface [1], as originally proposed in [22].

For this study, the updated FE model elaborated with
triangle elements [26–28] is used to deal with the incom-
patibility of the interface between the FE model and the
experimental measurements. The main purpose of using
this updated FE model is to allow the interpolation of test
motion at an arbitrary number of DOF of the interface to
analyze the influence of the subspace-basis [TG] based on
MOR methods in the CFRP component, (see Table 1). The
subspace [TG] is defined on the DOFs of a local part of the
updated FE model [cIL] including or not the modification,
(see Figure 2).

The extraction of the interface of motion {yI(s)} using
the updated FE model is thus written in Eq. (17) as

{yI(s)} = [cIT ][TG]{yG(s)}. (17)

An observation matrix [TG] can be constructed relating
the {qL(s)} (DOFs of the updated FE model) with mea-

Table 1: Operator [TG] using different model order reduction meth-
ods applied to mode shape expansion methods.

MODAL/SEREP {qI(s)}=[cIT ][TG]MODAL/SEREP{yT(s)}
STATIC {qI(s)}=[cIT ][TG]GUYAN{yT(s)}
DYNAMIC {qI(s)}=[cIT ][TG]DYNAMIC{yT(s)}
MDRE {qI(s)}=[cIT ][TG]MDRE{yT(s)}
MDRE-WE {qI(s)}=[cIT ][TG]MDRE−WE{yT(s)}

surements {yT(s)} = [cTL]{qL(s)} = [cTG]{yG(s)} =
[cTL][TG]{yG(s)}, (see [9] for possible methods). The esti-
mation of the generalised motion of the interface {yG(s)},
denoted by G in the subscript, can be established as:

{yG(s)} = [cGB]{qB(s)}. (18)

The standard approach to estimate the full response us-
ing different subspace-based expansionmethods [1] estab-
lished in [29] is then obtained by minimising the test er-
ror (distance between the test data and the associated re-
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sponse for the expanded shape). The minimum is gener-
ally obtained by solving the least squares problem as

{yG(s)} = Arg min⏟  ⏞  
{yG}

|| [cTG]
{︀
yG(s)

}︀
− [cTB]

{︀
qB(s)

}︀
||2

(19)

whose solution is given by

[cGB] = [cTTGcTG]−1[cTTGcTB] (20)

which leads to the observation Eq. (16) with [cIT ] =
[cIL][TG][cGB]. The given assumption (17), the second block
row of Eq. (14), describes the motion of the modification

[ZCC]{qC(s)} = −[ZMCI(s)][TG]{yG(s)}. (21)

For the first block row it is assumed that the generalised
loads are defined by projection on the subspace [TG] of the
form in

{uGM} = [cIG]T [ZMIC(s)]{qC(s)} (22)

+ [cIG]T [ZMII (s)][cIG]{yG(s)}.

The coupled response is obtained assuming dynamic equi-
librium of generalised loads {uGB} = {uGM} established in
[1].

2.6 Evaluation of the error using the Modal
Assurance Criterion (MAC)

Evaluation tools [1] are needed to evaluate the predictions
based onmany assumptions that introduce error. The eval-
uation of the error in the correlation in this study is an-
alyzed applying a modal assurance criteria (MAC) based
on the eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors divided into four
parts. There are two general categories for correlation cri-
teria: the eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors [19]. TheMAC
is one of the most useful comparison methods that relies
on the eigenvector information, see Eq. (23) :

MAC =
|
∑︀l

j=1
{︀
cjϕid

}︀H {︀
cjϕk

}︀
|2

|
∑︀l

j=1
{︀
cjϕid

}︀H {︀
cjϕid

}︀
||
∑︀l

j=1
{︀
cjϕk

}︀H {︀
cjϕk

}︀
|
,

(23)

where cjϕid is the jth mode shape at sensors and cjϕk is
the jth analytical mode shape. The MAC value of 1 cor-
responds to an absolute correlation. The less this value
becomes, the worst the eigenvector correlation will be.
In the modal community a MAC coefficient of a magni-
tude larger or equal than 0.90 in the diagonal and less
or equal than 0.05 in the off-diagonal implies a satisfac-
tory correlation. In the first part, the MAC of experimen-
tal measurements versus the updated stiffness parameters
of the full FE model is analyzed. In the second part, the
MSE methods are calculated to estimate the interface mo-
tion {yI(s)} using the experimental measurements, curve-
fitting performed with the IDRC and IDRM algorithms, set-
up of sensors and full FE model results. In the third part,
once {cjϕid} and {cjϕk} are defined at sensors, it is pro-
posed to obtain the stiffness and mass-weighted criterias,
K-MAC and M-MAC, (see Eqs. (24) and (25) respectively),
also called cross-generalisedmass (CGM) and the less used
cross-generalised stiffness (CGK) to observe the influence
of the MOR using MSE methods.

The K-MAC=

|
∑︀l

j=1
{︀
cjϕid

}︀H [K]{︀cjϕk}︀ |2

|
∑︀l

j=1
{︀
cjϕid

}︀H [K]{︀cjϕid}︀ ||
∑︀l

j=1
{︀
cjϕk

}︀H [K]{︀cjϕk}︀ |
,

(24)

and M-MAC=

|
∑︀l

j=1
{︀
cjϕid

}︀H [M]
{︀
cjϕk

}︀
|2

|
∑︀l

j=1
{︀
cjϕid

}︀H [M]
{︀
cjϕid

}︀
||
∑︀l

j=1
{︀
cjϕk

}︀H [M]
{︀
cjϕk

}︀
|
,

(25)

values closer to 1 represent a higher agreement, and these
values are being interpreted in the same way as the MAC
[29].

The implementation of these criteria supports an orig-
inal method for reducing the mass on the sensor set that
used vectors defined at DOFs implemented in [29] based
on themass and stiffnessmatrices of the full FEmodel. The
fourth part is evaluated modifying E1 and E2 equal to 97.3
GPa of all the parts defined in [10] to observe the impact
of the stiffness and mass matrices in the interface motion
of the full FE model applying subspace based expansion
methods using theK-MACandM-MAC criteria based on the
MAC.

3 Results and Discussion
The composite structure incorporates three parts, see Fig-
ures 3 and 4. The first component is made of Hunts-man
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Figure 3: RTM Composite component assembly [10]

Figure 4: Composite component assembly detail [10].

Figure 5: Experimental Set-up [11].

Ly 564 + Hexcel Gewebe G0926 (HTA-Faser) with dimen-
sions of 0.390m × 0.810m (Figure 3 front and back part).

Figure 6: 153 Y-direction sensors [10].

Figure 7: 153 Sensors in the FEM model [10].

Themiddle shell that connects the twoprincipal partswith
epoxic (Figure 4 has dimensions of 0.710m × 0.030m. Fi-
nally, there is the C-section Hexcel RTM6 + Saertex Multi-
Axial-Gelege (MAG) with a IM7-Faser with dimensions of
0.710m × 0.030m. All the parts have symmetric layer distri-
bution [45/ − 45/45/ − 45/]S. All the measurements were
performed with the Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer
(SLDV) PSV840 by suspending the CFRP component from
very soft cords (free condition), (see Figures 5-7).

The shaker LDS V406 and the stinger with length of
65 mm at node 17 are used to excite the structure that pro-
duce a sinusoidal vibration velocity signal on the line of
sight of theSLDV (out-of-plane). The reason touse a stinger
is to ensure that the shaker will only impart force to the
structure along the axis of the stinger. The excitation signal
selected is a periodic chirp (with frequency span 30-400
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Figure 8: FRF(blue) and fitting curve (green) of composite model at
node 183y [10].

Hz, 6400 lines of resolution, with complex average type
and number of average per Frequency Response Function
(FRF) equal to 10) and reflective foil is used to acquire the
response measurement location. The input force is mea-
sured using a force transducer Dytran 1051V3 and power
amplifier LDSPA 100 in order to record the excitation in the
transverse direction. The interpolation between the exper-
imentalmeasurements uses FRFs [21]. The FRF, (see Figure
8), allowed us to compare the experimental modal param-
eters (frequency, damping, and mode shape) with the FE
model. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a fundamen-
tal procedure that isolates the inherent dynamic proper-
ties of a mechanical structure and in our case with respect
to the full FE models. To approximate the measurements
(blue line) through a polynomial function (green line), it
was used the frequency domain identification of struc-
tural dynamics applying the pole/residue parameteriza-
tion [21], (see Figure 8). The experimental measurements
were performed at low frequency (up to 400 Hz), and the
curve-fitting generated from the experimental measure-
ments [10]. A bandwith of 2% is used to localize the eigen-
frequencies.

The CFRP provided by the DLR Braunschweig was
measured, elaborated the FEM model and imported into
SDTools using primarily triangular shells in the mesh
(pshell ). An appropiate assessment was perfomed to eval-
uate themeshdensity of the FEmodel. Normalmodeswere
computed using the FE model to obtain the natural fre-
quencies and normal mode shapes of a CFRP structure.
The model was divided in three parts, (see Figure 9), for
convienience to modify the physical parameters per group
of elements. The FE model is composed by triangular ele-
ments with a fairly regular shape and pattern.

A good practice in modal analysis using FE model as-
semblies is to couple the components using rigid body el-
ements (RBE) or couplings as a boundary conditions to
perform a modal analysis in the assembly. In this work,
the FE model is prepared as a continuous body between

Figure 9: FEM groups.

Figure 10:MAC: SDTools vs. Exp. [10]
.

the three components for convienience to simplify the FE
model. The number of nodes and elements per group are
listed in Table 3. After the FEmodelwas developed, a num-
ber of validity checks were performed on the model prior
to conduct the modal analysis. These check ups are units,
mass comparation, layer stack-up, material and element
properties and input and output coodinate systems.

TheMAC analysis of the full FEmodel can be observed
in Figure 10 (SDTools-MATLAB model versus the experi-
mental measurements). The same number of modes was
calculated in the full FEmodel. Itwasperformeda cross or-
thogonality MAC (XOR) to verify the approximation of the
full in low frequency range (12 mode pairs) versus the full
model, see [10]. A good MAC correlation was obtained be-
tween updated full FE model and the experimental mea-
surements in [10]. The nearly double correlation in the ex-
perimetal results identified in Figure 10 for the full mod-
els suggest the presence of the veering phenomena [23–
25] (bending and torsional mode at the same frequency)
in our composite component assembly. Thus, lower MAC
results in 4,9,10 and 11 paired modes (see Figure 10) were
archieved and identified using the experimental results.
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Table 2: Comparative MAC: Updated full model (SDTools) and MSE results vs. experimental measurements.

ID Test
(Hz)

ID FE model
SDTools
(Hz)

DF/FA
%

MAC ID MAC
MODAL
/SEREP

MAC
STATIC

MAC
DYNAMIC

MAC
MDRE

MAC
MDRE-WE

1 49.243 7 57.218 16.2 100 1 100 100 100 100 100
2 92.265 8 106.02 14.9 97 2 99 100 100 100 99
3 93.756 8 106.02 13.1 90 3 98 100 100 100 99
4 145.29 10 168.2 15.8 83 4 99 100 100 100 99
5 160.05 10 168.2 5.1 86 5 100 100 100 100 99
6 164.18 9 167.5 2.0 98 6 100 100 100 100 99
7 226.36 12 236.83 4.6 86 7 99 100 100 100 99
8 243.4 11 234.99 −3.5 96 8 99 100 100 100 99
9 307.33 14 323.93 5.4 81 9 99 100 100 100 99
10 314.18 14 323.93 3.1 66 10 97 100 100 100 99
11 324.83 13 315.26 −2.9 74 11 94 100 100 100 99
12 329.67 13 315.26 −4.4 90 12 99 100 100 100 99

Table 3: FE model — elements, nodes and DOFs

Component Element
Type

Number of
Elements

Number of
Nodes

Part 1 pshell 7,200 3,840
Part 2 pshell 2,016 1,105
Part 3 pshell 3,024 1,615

Assembly 12,240 6,283
Total DOF 37,698

Figure 11:MAC: MSE MODAL/SEREP vs. Exp.
.

Furthermore, the different MSE are calculated
(MODAL / SEREP, STATIC, DYNAMIC, MDRE, MDRE-WE)

Fi 12 MAC MSE STATIC E
Figure 12:MAC: MSE STATIC vs. Exp.

based on the updated full FE model, the experimental
measurements and curve-fitting according the method-
ology implemented in [29] using fe_exp command, (see
Figures 11-15). The same number of paired modes are cal-
culated (12 pairs) for all the MSE methods. An error of 0.1
is used in the interpolation of the MDRE-WE. In Figures
11-15, an improvement of the double correlation is iden-
tified using the MSE methods versus the experimental
measurements.

The same number of DOF are obtained applying the
MSE interpolation based on MOR methods according the
number of DOF defined in the full model (37,698 DOF). In
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Table 4: Comparative MAC: Updated full model (SDTools) and K-MAC MSE results vs. experimental measurements.

ID Test
(Hz)

ID FE model
SDTools
(Hz)

DF/FA
%

MAC ID K-MAC
MODAL
/SEREP

K-MAC
STATIC

K-MAC
DYNAMIC

K-MAC
MDRE

K-MAC
MDRE-WE

1 49.243 7 57.218 16.2 100 1 98 31 31 31 100
2 92.265 8 106.02 14.9 97 2 96 74 74 58 95
3 93.756 8 106.02 13.1 90 3 92 51 51 38 78
4 145.29 10 168.2 15.8 83 4 88 81 81 45 89
5 160.05 10 168.2 5.1 86 5 87 84 84 49 87
6 164.18 9 167.5 2.0 98 6 94 89 89 56 99
7 226.36 12 236.83 4.6 86 7 88 79 79 49 89
8 243.4 11 234.99 −3.5 96 8 96 89 90 65 97
9 307.33 14 323.93 5.4 81 9 88 81 81 60 87
10 314.18 14 323.93 3.1 66 10 79 65 66 45 76
11 324.83 13 315.26 −2.9 74 11 87 70 71 16 33
12 329.67 13 315.26 −4.4 90 12 93 87 88 39 89

Table 5: Comparative MAC: Updated full model (SDTools) and M-MAC MSE results vs. experimental measurements.

ID Test
(Hz)

ID FE model
SDTools
(Hz)

DF/FA
%

MAC ID M-MAC
MODAL
/SEREP

M-MAC
STATIC

M-MAC
DYNAMIC

M-MAC
MDRE

M-MAC
MDRE-WE

1 49.243 7 57.218 16.2 100 1 100 3 100 100 100
2 92.265 8 106.02 14.9 97 2 99 4 98 98 99
3 93.756 8 106.02 13.1 90 3 93 2 92 92 93
4 145.29 10 168.2 15.8 83 4 83 8 82 82 86
5 160.05 10 168.2 5.1 86 5 86 5 86 86 88
6 164.18 9 167.5 2.0 98 6 98 11 98 97 99
7 226.36 12 236.83 4.6 86 7 83 2 82 81 86
8 243.4 11 234.99 −3.5 96 8 96 86 96 96 98
9 307.33 14 323.93 5.4 81 9 82 5 80 78 83
10 314.18 14 323.93 3.1 66 10 69 2 65 64 70
11 324.83 13 315.26 −2.9 74 11 80 49 73 60 71
12 329.67 13 315.26 −4.4 90 12 90 2 89 83 91

Table 2 can be observed the improvement of the MAC val-
ues in all the paired modes of the MSE based on MOR ver-
sus the experimental measurements. The MAC values of
the full FE model versus the experimental measurements
can be observed in the left part of the Table 2.

Furthermore, the influence of the MOR methods us-
ing MSE can be analyzed obtaining the K-MAC and M-
MAC displayed in Tables 4 and 5 respectively. The best K-
MAC results are obtained applying the MODAL andMDRE-
WE MSE methods displayed in Table 4. The worst paired
modes of the MODAL andMDRE-WEMSEmethods are dis-
played at pairedmode 10 (K-MACof 79) and at pairedmode
11 (K-MAC of 33) respectively. The others MSEmethods dis-
play a decrease of the K-MAC respect to the MODAL and

MDRE-WE results. Furthermore, in Tables 2 to 5 are not
displayed the differences of the eigenfrequencies between
the experimental measurements and MSE results because
there differences are zero.

There is a null difference in the frequencies applying
different MSE because it is used the same pole identifica-
tion obtained with the curve-fitting for all the MSE meth-
ods defined in [29]. The M-MAC of all the MSE methods
can be observed in Table 5. A strong influence of the M-
MAC results is observed in the subspace based expansion
methods with the exception of the STATIC MSE method
(the STATICMOR is not taking in consideration the inertial
forces). Using the contrieved example (modifying only the
Young ’s modulus E1 and E2 for all the three parts in the
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Table 6: Comparative MAC: Contrieved full model (SDTools) and MSE results vs. experimental measurements.

ID Test
(Hz)

ID FE model
SDTools
(Hz)

DF/FA
%

MAC ID MAC
MODAL
/SEREP

MAC
STATIC

MAC
DYNAMIC

MAC
MDRE

MAC
MDRE-WE

1 49.243 7 64.497 31.0 100 1 100 100 100 100 100
2 92.265 8 117.86 27.7 97 2 99 100 100 100 99
3 93.756 8 117.86 25.7 90 3 98 100 100 100 99
4 145.29 10 184.66 27.1 61 4 99 100 100 100 99
5 160.05 10 184.66 15.4 88 5 100 100 100 100 99
6 164.18 9 177.54 8.1 81 6 100 100 100 100 99
7 226.36 12 257.19 13.6 47 7 99 100 100 100 99
8 243.4 11 257.19 5.7 55 8 99 100 100 100 99
9 307.33 14 344.15 12.0 66 9 99 100 100 100 99
10 314.18 14 344.15 9.5 49 10 97 100 100 100 99
11 324.83 13 340.81 4.9 64 11 94 100 100 100 99
12 329.67 13 340.81 3.4 73 12 99 100 100 100 99

Table 7: Comparative MAC: Contrieved full model (SDTools) and K-MAC MSE results vs. experimental measurements.

ID Test
(Hz)

ID FE model
SDTools
(Hz)

DF/FA
%

MAC ID K-MAC
MODAL
/SEREP

K-MAC
STATIC

K-MAC
DYNAMIC

K-MAC
MDRE

K-MAC
MDRE-WE

1 49.243 7 64.497 31.0 100 1 98 33 33 33 100
2 92.265 8 117.86 27.7 97 2 96 74 74 62 96
3 93.756 8 117.86 25.7 90 3 93 52 53 41 81
4 145.29 10 184.66 27.1 61 4 66 60 60 36 66
5 160.05 10 184.66 15.4 88 5 91 85 85 54 91
6 164.18 9 177.54 8.1 81 6 79 74 74 48 82
7 226.36 12 257.19 13.6 47 7 52 46 46 29 53
8 243.4 11 257.19 5.7 55 8 58 52 53 39 58
9 307.33 14 344.15 12.0 66 9 72 65 66 49 71
10 314.18 14 344.15 9.5 49 10 59 48 49 34 57
11 324.83 13 340.81 4.9 64 11 77 61 62 15 33
12 329.67 13 340.81 3.4 73 12 75 69 70 32 73

full FE model, E1 = E2= 97.3 GPa), a decrese of the eigen-
vectors per paired mode as well as of the eigenfrequencies
of the full FE model can be observed applying the MAC
in the paired modes 4,6-12 in Figure 16 and Table 6, col-
umn (DF/FA). Furthermore, the MAC obtained in Figure 16
is used to calculate the MSE results modifying the E1 and
E2 stiffness parameters. A good eigenvector correlation be-
tween the MSE and the experimental measurements can
be observed between Tables 2 and 6 evaluating the stiff-
ness parameters of the contrieved example respect to the
updated stiffness parameters. Howerver, it can be identi-
fied the difference in the eigenvector correlation using the
contrieved stiffness parameters. TheMAC results in Table 6
suggest a robustness in the interpolation using MSEmeth-

ods even though the MAC results of the contrieved full FE
model displayed poor results, see Figure 16. However, the
influence of the MOR methods using MSE methods can be
analyzed using the K-MAC and M-MAC criteria. A negative
impact in K-MAC and M-MAC is displayed in Tables 7 and
8 respectively using the stiffness parameters of the con-
trieved example. In Table 7 canbe observed that theK-MAC
results displayed a significative decrease in all the paired
modes applying the different MSE methods respect to the
K-MAC results displayed in Table 4. The STATIC, DYNAMIC
and MDRE MSE methods display similar K-MAC and M-
MAC values in the paired modes 1-3 in Tables 7 and 8 re-
spect to the same paired modes in Tables 4 and 5 respec-
tively. However, the rest of the paired modes obtained in
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Table 8: Compartive MAC: Contrieved full model (SDTools) and M-MAC MSE results vs. experimental measurements.

ID Test
(Hz)

ID FE model
SDTools
(Hz)

DF/FA
%

MAC ID M-MAC
MODAL
/SEREP

M-MAC
STATIC

M-MAC
DYNAMIC

M-MAC
MDRE

M-MAC
MDRE-WE

1 49.243 7 64.497 31.0 100 1 100 2 100 100 100
2 92.265 8 117.86 27.7 97 2 99 3 98 98 99
3 93.756 8 117.86 25.7 90 3 94 1 92 92 93
4 145.29 10 184.66 27.1 61 4 62 5 61 60 62
5 160.05 10 184.66 15.4 88 5 89 5 89 89 90
6 164.18 9 177.54 8.1 81 6 83 18 83 83 84
7 226.36 12 257.19 13.6 47 7 49 1 48 47 50
8 243.4 11 257.19 5.7 55 8 57 54 56 56 57
9 307.33 14 344.15 12.0 66 9 67 3 65 65 68
10 314.18 14 344.15 9.5 49 10 52 1 50 49 52
11 324.83 13 340.81 4.9 64 11 70 48 65 57 64
12 329.67 13 340.81 3.4 73 12 73 1 72 69 74

Figure 13:MAC: MSE DYNAMIC vs. Exp.

Tables 7 and 8 using the K-MAC and M-MAC applying dif-
ferent MSE methods display a deterioration respect to the
K-MAC and M-MAC results of Tables 4 and 5, with excep-
tion of the paired mode 5 with value of 91 in the K-MAC
applying the MODAL and MDRE-WE MSE methods.

3.1 Conclusions

The application of MSE based onMORmethods using CMS
to a CFRP component have shown good predictive capa-
bilities of the dynamic behaviour in a CFRP combining ex-

Figure 14:MAC: MSE MDRE vs. Exp.

perimental results, curve-fitting and anupdated FEmodel.
The experimental measurements performed with a SLDV
and the identification of pole/residues used in a previous
work are suitable to apply MSE methods to a CFRP ac-
cording the results. It was observed an improvement in
the MAC results between the experimental measurements
and the MSE methods using the updated or modifying the
stiffness parameters of the full model(contrieved model).
However, the influence of theMOR usingMSE can be iden-
tified comparing of K-MAC and M-MAC results (eigenfre-
quencies and eigenvectors) based on the modification of
the stiffness parametes of the updated FE model. It is no-
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Figure 15:MAC: MSE MDRE-WE vs. Exp.

Figure 16:MAC: Contrieved vs. Exp.

ticed a strong influence of the stiffness parameters in the
K-MAC and M-MAC criteria using MSE methods to a CFRP
based on the MAC correlation between the experimental
measurements and the full FE model. The best K-MAC and
M-MAC results are observed using the MODAL/SEREP and
MDRE-WE MSE methods implemented in SDTools based
on the experimental measurements, curve-fitting and up-
dated stiffness parameters obtained in a previous work.
The strong influence of the stiffness parameters suggests
that the distorsion of the subspace based expansionmeth-
ods can be controlled applying the K- MAC and M-MAC us-

ing the MAC criteria. Furthermore, the general framework
methodology of Ritz vectors, the updated stiffness param-
eters of the CFRP, the quality of experimental measure-
ments, the curve-fitting algorithms based in the classical
Laplace method and the type of element selected played
an essential role in the dynamic correlation applyingMSE,
MOR and CMS methods to a CFRP.
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